We propose a new approach to declarative programming which integrates the functional and relational paradigms by taking possibly non-deterministic lazy functions as the fundamental notion. Programs in our paradigm are theories in a constructor based conditional rewriting logic. We present proof calculi and a model theory for this logic, and we prove the existence of free models which provide an adequate intendeded semantics for programs. We observe that some narrowing strategies are unsound w.r.t. our semantics, and we develop a sound and complete lazy narrowing calculus.
Introduction
The interest in combining di erent declarative programming paradigms, especially functional and logic programming, has grown over the last decade; see Han94] for a recent survey. The operational semantics of many functional logic languages is based on term rewriting and narrowing. In some cases, constructor-based term rewriting systems (CTRSs) have been adopted, in order to allow for a model-theoretic semantics that can re ect the behaviour of partial functions in non-strict functional languages. Typical examples of this approach include the languages K-LEAF GLM 91] and BABEL MR92] . To model the semantics of nonstrict partial functions, these languages use so-called strict equality, which regards two terms as equal i they have the same constructor normal form.
In a previous paper GHR92] we proposed the language SFL as a higher-order (HO) extension of BABEL, using applicative conditional CTRSs to model HO features. We developped a declarative semantics based on applicative algebras over Scott domains, as well as a sound and complete narrowing calculus with a particular mechanism to deal with HO logical variables without resorting to HO uni cation. Unfortunately, this narrowing calculus was not lazy, and hence allowed for many undesired computations. In LLR93] we presented executable speci cations of lazy narrowing strategies for the rst-order (FO) fragment of SFL, but we provided no soundness and completeness results. This paper proposes a broader approach to declarative programming which integrates the functional and relational paradigms by taking possibly non-deterministic lazy functions as the fundamental notion. The idea is to model the behaviour of non-deterministic functions by means of possibly non-con uent CTRSs, where a given term may be rewritten to constructor terms in more than one way. To express conditions and goals, strict equality (identity between nite and total elements) is replaced by the more general notion of joinability: two terms a, b are regarded as joinable (in symbols, a 1 b) i they can be rewritten to a common constructor term. The following simple example program illustrates the expressivity that can be gained from non-deterministic functions: The function \ repetitions " represents a predicate which checks if a given list Xs contains at least N repeated occurrences of some element. The deterministic function \ copy " is self-explanatory. The function \ sublist " builds a sublist consisting of non-deterministically chosen elements from a given list Xs. Solving the goal:
repetitions(suc(suc(c)), A, B, C]) 1 true. is expected to produce the solutions f A == B g, f A == C g and f B == C g (or equivalently, the answer substitutions f A / B g, f A / C g and f B / C g).
Note that non-deterministic functions in our proposal are strictly more powerful than relations de ned by Horn clauses, because they can compute potentially in nite results. The function sublist, for instance, can compute arbitrary approximations to all the sublists of a given list, including the in nite ones. On the other hand, the natural reformulation of sublist as a relation de ned by Horn clauses would be: which is able to compute nite sublists only. This di erence is crucial for the integration of non-strict functional programming within our approach.
The usefulness of non-determinism for algebraic speci cation and programming has been already advocated by Hussmann Hus92] , who left as an interesting open question \ the integration of non-strict operations (at least non-strict constructors) " (see Hus92], Section 8.1). Related work includes also Sar91], which deals with a non-deterministic functional logic language based on unconditional CTRSs, giving a declarative semantics and using a form of graph-rewriting PvE93] to ensure sharing (which is needed for soundness).
In this paper, we are concerned both with operational and declarative issues. We propose to view programs as theories in a constructor based conditional rewriting logic. We present proof calculi and a model theory for this logic, and we prove the existence of free models which provide an adequate intendeded semantics for programs. Since sharing is essential for obtaining a sound lazy operational semantics in our framework, we present a sound and complete lazy narrowing calculus which is designed to achieve sharing without the technical overhead of graph rewriting.
For the sake of simplicity, we restrict our presentation to FO programs. But we would like to stress that the extension to the HO case can be easily obtained by applying the results in Gon93], which shows how to transfer semantics and narrowing strategies from a FO language based on CTRSs to a HO language based on applicative CTRSs, via a so-called \ Warren translation ".
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall some preliminaries on term rewriting and Scott domains. In Section 3 we introduce a Constructor Based Conditional Rewriting Logic (CRWL) by means of two equivalent proof calculi. Section 4 is concerned with the declarative semantics for CRWL programs, including the existence of free models. In Section 5 we present a lazy narrowing calculus CLNC. In Section 6 we prove the soundness and completeness of CLNC w.r.t. the declarative semantics of CRWL. In Section 7 we conclude with some indications of future lines of research.
Preliminaries 3 A Constructor Based Conditional Rewriting Logic (CRWL)
In this section we give a proof-theoretical presentation of CRWL, a constructor based conditional rewriting logic which we propose as logical framework for our approach to declarative programming. In spite of some obvious similarities, CWRL di ers from Meseguer's rewriting logic Mes92] both in its semantics and its intended applications. Meseguer's logic aims at modelling change caused by concurrent actions at a very high abstraction level, while CWRL intends to model the evaluation of terms involving possibly non-deterministic lazy functions.
We assume some given constructor based signature DC FS where DC represent constructor symbols, and FS represent function symbols, in what follows. In the rest of the paper we are going to denote by Term the set of all terms, by Term ? the set of all partial terms, by CTerm the set of all C-terms, by CTerm ? the set of all partial C-terms, and by V the set of all variables. Also, we are going to denote by greek symbols , : : : variable substitutions and by , : : : variable C-substitutions (replacements of variables by C-terms), and we will call em term instance to the result of applicate a substitution to a term. We introduce two kinds of CWRL-formulas: As shown by rule (B), a CWRL-reduction is related to the idea of approximation. Rule (R) shows another di erence w.r.t. rewriting in the usual sense, which would allow to apply arbitrary instances of rewrite rules, instead of C-instances. This re ects so-called \ call-time-choice " for non-determinism, meaning that values of arguments for a function are chosen before the call; see Hus92], chapter 1.
In order to use CWRL as a logic for declarative programming, we introduce a second calculus which focuses on top-down proofs of approximation and joinability statements.
Definition 2 Goal-Oriented Proof Calculus (GPC) (B) Bottom: e ! ?.
(RR) Restricted Re exivity: e ! e, if e 2 V DC 0 .
(DC) Decomposition: e 1 ! t 1 : : : e n ! t n c(e 1 , : : :, e n ) ! c(t 1 , : : : , t n ) , for c 2 DC and t i 2 Term .
(OR) Outer Reduction: e 1 ! t 1 , : : :, e n ! t n , C, r ! t f(e 1 , : : :, e n ) ! t , if t 6 ? and (f(t 1 , : : :
Note that from the previous de nition it result that the login we are going to use not allow any arbitrary rewriting steps, as showed the following example:
Observe that in this example the following derivations are deduced in our logic:
But not the following:
The two calculi are equivalent in the following sense:
For any program R, the calculi BPC and GPC derive the same approximation and joinability statements.
Proof idea.-GPC-proofs can be easily transformed into BPC-proofs. The proof that BPC-provability entails GPC-provability, relies on the following observation: assuming that R`B PC f(e1, ... ,en) ! t, the BPC-proof must correspond to some rewriting sequence of the form:
f(e 1 , : : :, e n ) ! f(t 1 , : : :, t n ) ! r ! t, where the step f(t 1 , : : :, t n ) ! r applies some rule instance f(t1, ... ,tn) ! r 2 R] p erp. Then, (OR) can be used to obtain a GPC-proof.
In the rest of the paper, the notation R`C RWL ' will mean provability of ' (an approximation or joinability statement) in any of the calculi GPC. We are going to say that X is a cone i ? 2 X^8 u 2 X 8 v v u: v 2 X. And we denote by C(D) the set of all cones from D.
We are going to say that X is an ideal i X is a directed cone. An we will say that X is a principal ideal i
We denote by I(D) the set of all ideals from D.
The set of all non deterministic functions from D on E as:
The set of all deterministic functions from D on E as:
Note that with this de nitions the set of all deterministic functions is isomorphic to the set of all continuous functions, and that nondeterministic functions are monotonics between cones. With previous de nitions and results we can interprete constructor symbols as deterministic funtions, and funtion symbols as nondeterministic functions. The formal de nition of an structure for a CRWL For any expression e, and any valuation : Help comentario de categoria para las estructuras admisibles con los mor smos anteriores. Let R be a program, ' a statement, and A j = R, and a totally de ned valuation then: R`' ) A j = ' .
Proof(Sketch).-It could be done applying induction on proofs in BPC, using the fact that f A , and c A are monotonic, and that c A preserves TOTDEF-elements. Now we can de ne our notion of initial model:
Given R a CRWL program from signature , we de ne the Herbrand model of R as the following structure:
where: Proof.-It is easily to see that b) could be prove without problems from a).
We are going to prove a) by structural induction over e: : :, u n ) ! u). Now easily using the de nition of BPC we can prove that R`f(e 1 , : : :, e n ) ! u. If u ? then taking u i ? it is true that R`f(e 1 , : : :, e n ) ! u ) R`f(u 1 , : : :, u n ) ! u. And if u 6 ? then we can use the de nition of GPC and I.H. to prove that R`f(e 1 , : : :, e n ) ! u ) R`f(u 1 , : : :, u n ) ! u.
Corollary 1 Let R be a program and M the model de ned in 8, ' a statement, and id the identity valuation, then: R`' , M j = 'id. Now only rest to prove that e ectively M is a model and, moreover, an initial model. 
A Lazy Narrowing Calculus
In this section we set the basis for using CWRL as a declarative programming language. We de ne admissible goals and solutions for programs and we present a lazy narrowing calculus for goal-solving.
Admissible goals and solutions
Let R be any program. Intuitively, goals for R are certain nite conjunctions of CRWL-formulas, and solutions are C-substitutions such that the goal a ected by the substitution becomes CWRL-provable. The precise de nition of admissible goal includes a number of technical conditions which are needed to achieve the e ect of lazy evaluation with sharing during goal solving. In particular, sharing will be achieved by delaying the propagation of bindings for certain variables.
Definition 9
An admissible goal for a given program R must have the form G 9 X S P E, where: evar(G) X is the set of so-called existential variables of the goal G.
S x 1 == s 1 , : : : , x n == s n is a set of strict equations, called solved part. Each s i must be a total C-term, and each x i must occur exactly once in the whole goal. Intuition: Each s i is a computed answer for x i .
P e 1 ! t 1 , : : : , e k ! t k is a multiset of so-called matching conditions. pvar(G) = var(t 1 ) : : : var(t k ) is called the set of produced variables of the goal G. The production relation between Gvariables is de ned by x G y i there is some 1 i k such that x 2 var(e i ) and y 2 var(t i ). Intuition: e i ! t i demands narrowing e i to match t i . This may produce bindings for variables in t i . E a 1 1 b 1 , : : :, a m 1 b m is a multiset of so-called joinability conditions. dvar(G) = f x 2 V / x a i or x b i , for some 1 i m g is called the set of demanded variables of the goal G.
Intuition: due to the semantics of joinability, goal solving must compute totally de ned values for demanded variables.
Additionally, any admissible goal must ful ll the following conditions:
The tuple (t 1 , : : :, t k ) must be linear.
Intuition: each produced variable is produced only once. All the produced variables must be existential, i.e. pvar(G) evar(G). Intuition: produced variables are used to compute intermediate results.
The transitive closure of the production relation G must be irre exive (or equivalently, a partial order). Intuition: Bindings for produced variables are computed hierarchically. The solved part contains no produced variables. Intuition: the solved part includes no reference to inttermediate (and possibly in nite) results.
